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Abstract: English language has borrowed many words from various languages. It was happened in the case of 

Telugu language too. English language has turned its pronunciation and spellings of words as it is able to 

pronounce. But the original words have not been taken as they are. In the case of literature the writers were 

more interested in their own nation and highlighted their priorities as the finest ones. These kinds of activities 
were happened in English and other Indian English language too. The language was used to highlight the the 

significance of the caste, feudalism in hidden way. The language of Telugu was more influential because it 

contributed more of the vocabulary in all human sciences, social sciences, religious, economy, politics, and 
scientific perspectives.  When the students come from non English background they don’t find comfortable. 

Even the English language received and coined the new words from the cultural and traditional backgrounds 

and made acquaintance to the modern world. It received many of the words in the fields of mathematics and 

psychology and astrology and astronomy and sometimes showed them as they are their own words.  
In the politics of language and literature English borrowed all kinds of linguistic perspectives from the 

throughout the world. It made its language more comfortable for English people than the other linguistic 

people.  In the cases of translations the books from the other languages they used their own style and phrases, 

idiomatic expressions and figurative expressions. In this way politics of the language and literature is 
maintained. 

 
Introduction: In the uses of languages there is 
interference of other languages it is due to the 

current globalization privatization and liberalization. 

Many words entered into the English languages there 

is flood of words even from telugu languages. English 
as assimilated many languages like latin Greek French 

Spanish germen and the other in worldly languages. 

in the history of English all this words were entered 

due to the historical consequences in India there are 
multi languages India lives in unity in diversity in 

India there are about more then three thousand 

languages but the government recognized only a few 
languages English observed many words from tribal 

and non tribal communities. 

In the process of westernization English words were 

also entered into the the other Indian languages as 
the language  words of negatives and they are 

pronounced as there own language words it happen 

in the case the rest of world too. For example bus 

cycle tv camera zeep zip rickshaw autoriksha fan 
current pen paper book radio road meter cinema 

serial machine kerosene shampoo pant rail from all 

the walks of life. There is interrelation between the 
Indian languages like telugu and English. English 

languages influenced teluge and other Indian 

languages Telugu languages influenced English 

language it was all happen due to the colonization of 
British empires. English men conquered the lands 

there language expressions culture tradition was 

spreader this kinds aspects were pervaded in all fields 
knowledge the the English knowledge helped to 

develop all the aspects of life. English has contributed 

many words in history economics politics public 

administrations math’s physical science botany 
zoology civics astronomy zoology cosmology 

astrology chemistry and the other related areas in all 

this aspects Indian languages borrowed many words 

from English at the same time telugu and other 
Indian languages contributed many of them. 

In India the education has become a work of students 

and teachers it is not fruitful even after sixty-six years 

of Indian independence even though there is fact 
learning English has the one of the most requirement 

subject it is taught to the students for name sake but 

the students neither a learn nor proceed in the good 
path it is a well known fact to consider many English 

words entered Indian languages and Indian languages 

also contributed to the world the languages a 

specially to the English language. Students are taught 
the lessons more the books are heavy but the 

students learn only a little. Fact if any research 

scholar or a person goes for field work for the project 

work if finds the students from the native language 
medium like telugu speaks or rights not even a single 

sentence its amazing to know that they are unknown 

of English language evenafter completion there 
secondary school age it is to know that there is close 

relation between the English language and Indian 

languages they have influenced one and other in the 

case of language there is influence of literature on 
one and other both of them were influenced one and 

other in idiomatic expressions fazes proverbs, riddles, 

apex fables stores poems and the other litterer forms. 
In india there is requirement of English languages for 

communication and langage application the students 

have to be taught English carefully them must not 



 

 

committee any grammatical and phonetic and 

composing mistakes after completion there education 
programs they have to serve throughout the world 

they need fluency in English language so that it 

makes them more comfortable and easy life they also 

feel the enjoyment employing they own linguistic 
expressions so students have to be taught quality 

education with the native consciousness.       
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